What can a degree do for your career?

A commitment to lifelong learning ensures that we keep our minds sharp and our skills fresh. University of Phoenix supports that commitment by offering a range of degree programs at the associate, bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral level, as well as certificate programs, professional development, and individual courses.

The reasons to pursue higher education are many. Whether your focus is enhancing your current job performance, upward career mobility, personal enrichment, or a combination of the three, adding to your knowledge base can help you become a better employee and give you an extra edge at work and in life.

Higher education now comes with a lower tuition
All Antelope Valley College employees are eligible to receive a 5% tuition savings on any degree program, as well as certificates, professional development and individual courses at University of Phoenix.

Experience the University of Phoenix difference
University of Phoenix is a fully accredited institution of higher learning. Every one of our hundreds of undergraduate and graduate courses provides you with the real-world experience and insight of our practitioner faculty, small class sizes, and a curriculum that’s industry-aligned and up-to-date. You’ll find ways to immediately apply the knowledge you gain in class to your current position.

You can select online courses to make learning more flexible with your schedule, or you can choose to take courses at one of our local campus locations or learning centers*. Most courses have frequent start dates year-round, and can be completed in as little as five to nine weeks. Guiding you through the process will be your Graduation Team, a team of advisors dedicated to supporting you from enrollment to graduation.

Visit phoenix.edu/avcstaff to learn more.

* While widely available, not all programs are available in all locations or in both online and on-campus formats. Please check with a University Enrollment Advisor.
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